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only of transporting the engines across Sinai, but of
floating them successfully in the Canal. So admirably
was the second part of the task performed that the
Turks employed upon the daring exploit were given
less credit than they deserved, and it was commonly
•but erroneously believed in Egypt that the mine-
laying parties were halted a mile or so from the bank,
and there surrendered their charge to Egyptians who
unperceived had crossed the. Canal. It was a con-
siderable achievement on the part of the enemy to
drop into the Canal five out of the six mines at their
disposal. Shipping had some narrow escapes, though
actually only one vessel was struck. In that solitary
case Providence was kind to the Defence: for the
stricken ship remained afloat, and navigation was not
interrupted. But Von Kressenstein and his mine
layers unceasingly harassed the Canal Company,
Nerves became so stretched that the sight of any
object floating in the water was deemed sufficient to
raise the alarm. Traffic then would be suspended
throughout the length of the Canal, and not resumed
until the water was swept clean from end to end.
It was by no means easy from the deck of a steamer
proceeding at a fair rate of speed to distinguish
between hencoops just awash and surface mines: and
the Company dared take no risk of an error of judge-
ment. Nor could the troops always distinguish
between enemy patrols reconnoitring in the vicinity
of their posts and mine-laying parties. The same
procedure had to be followed if a single solitary enemy
scout was detected on the skyline. There was a
general suspension of navigation in the Canal until
the latter was reported to be clear of all obstruction.
Later, the suspicion arose that objects which could
be mistaken for surface mines were being dropped
deliberately from the side of ships into the water,
either from malicious desire to arrest navigation or as

